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GENERAL
- roofing strategy involving dry vegetation
- densly packed that allows for shedding of water
- pockets of air also ends up making for a good 
insulation material
- used material varies by region: anything you can 
get your hands on
- having a rise today among affluent home-owners 
for a “rustic” look
- no longer recommend covery thatch with anything 
as it can slow down evaporation and thus longevity
- thickness decreases due to compost requiring more 
maintenance than other material
- less flammable then assumed but if caught on 
flame burns slowly due to its density
- its lightness reduces required roof structure but in 
turn cannot carry adequate dead load (snow)



PERFORMATIVE - insulative



AESTHETIC - layering
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SELECTION
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The apeture sizes in module 2/3 x 1/3 
varies the most out of the taxonomy. 
The size of intersections are also most 
biased on this iteration.

Naming convention:
module column name x row name

With both variable being the 
mid-point, module 1/2 x 1/2 has the 
symmetry within the taxonomy. How-
ever, alternating aspect of the intersec-
tion size ensured it was not completely 
symmetrical.

Module 1/3 x 2/3 seems to be most 
dispersed - each intersection volume 
does not intersect with another, alow-
ing for more surface area.

taxonomy
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WALL AGGREGATION

CYLINDER AGGREGATION

CONE AGGREGATION aggregations




